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OUR STORY 

Baja Llama started in 2018 as a passion 

project by Jeff Anderlite and Sean Kolina. 

Their passion for travel and exotic 

Hawaiian shirts led them to create Baja 

Llama. After Jeff Founded and subsequently 

sold the world famous Naked Tiger Hostel in 

Nicaragua, he was dying on the inside from 

working a 9-5 corporate job in the Bay 

Area, California. He revived Aloha Fridays 

to his workplace and soon realized the 

prints and styles available were not up to 

his par. So, with the help of Co-Founder 

Sean Kolina (business partner since high 

school), they created Baja Llama - a brand 

that started as a Hawaiian shirt company 

and has morphed into an everyday 

adventure/travel apparel brand. Their 

mantra of Fight Against Boring is central to 

everything they design.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE AND 

AWESOME!

We elevated the Hawaiian shirt game with 

completely unique design and function. 

Now we have spent a year on intensive design, 

testing and real world analyzation to create the 

world’s greatest everyday explorer shorts.

Meant to thrive on a fancy date on London’s 

posh streets to extreme jungle trekking in the 

Peruvian Andes and everything in between.

We have The Magellan "All Worlds" Everyday Explorer 

Shorts launching this may on Kickstarter. We have 

garment dyed pocket tees and graphic tees coming 

soon as well as flannels and board shorts in the 

works. Our following is strong online, but we intend 

to expand into more brick and mortar retail outlets 

in the near future with many partnerships in the 

works."

W H E R E  W E ' R E  

G O I N G ?

MISSION
We arm MisAdventurists with 

apparel and tools that help 

Fight Against Boring.



CREATIVE PROCESS
 

My creative process is strongly research based paired with 

whatever I am feeling obsessive about at the time. I go through 

periods where all I want to do is paint cacti, then I'm only 

interested in Mexican wrestler masks, or I suddenly want to 

paint crazy birds. These obsessions usually come from what I'm 

reading at the moment, a great gif I've seen online, a nature 

documentary, or even just a random conversation over a beer. 

Once I have a starting point I start by gathering a huge 

collection of reference images of whatever I feel fits 

thematically. Usually the surface patterns I create come from 

elements I've digitally cut out of a beautifully composition. That 

is what makes my patterns unique, I work by hand first then I go 

digital and work with crazy large files to avoid any loss of 

quality. If you look closely at my elements, you can see the 

brushstrokes and other little happy accidents. I go for analogue 

over digital as often as I can get away with it! From there, I 

usually collaborate closely with the awesome Baja Llama team 

to get the pattern looking just right. 

 

 Jess Bosworth Smith [lead Artist/Designer]

 

“All Worlds” Magellan Shorts design 

process was incredible. We drove 11,000 

miles through 21 countries to test every 

travelling scenario from posh european 

parties to deserts, beaches, mountains and 

everything in between to come up with the 

best combination of features, style and 

design humanly possible.

Explorer Shorts

We create Outrageous stories in heads 

that that we think would be interesting in 

art representation. For the Prints+Purpose 

collection the stories chronicle humans 

devastating destruction on our planet. We 

then work with head Artist Jess Bosworth to 

transform these ideas to hand painted 

works of art. We then make repeatable 

patterns and iterate until the final product 

is up to our high standards. The shirts also 

have added features like secret passport 

pockets, custom laser etched buttons 

sunglass holding pocket loops.

Hawaiian Shirts



AUDIANCE

 

 

 

 

 

 

- 

USA
75.6%

CANADA
8.1%

UK
8.1%

AUSTRALIA
8.1%

INCOME 

  

+55K

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE IS

 

Males :

-From 24-45

-College educated      

-International traveller 

-Risk Taker 

-Confident.

Women love wearing our shirts 

with the sleeves rolled, tied at 

the waist or just as normal 

button up.



N O T E S  F R O M  F O U N D E R S

 

 

I really wanted to create a brand that would cater to world 

travelers, adventure seekers and bad ass people that do cool 

shit!  Whether that is sitting bar side in Budapest or climbing in 

the Colombian jungle, I wanted to make clothes that would 

function perfectly and give you a nice little attitude boost 

through print or function. Hence the outrageous prints on our 

button up collections and amzating features on our shirts and 

shorts.

 

We are a new and hungry brand with a small product offering at 

the moment, but we have a bunch of products in the pipeline and 

ambition through the roof.  We aim to create apparel for these 

MisAdventurists that will help them on their journey to Fight 

Against Boring, whatever that means for them.

Jeff Anderlite -

Interacting and having conversations with complete 

strangers is becoming less and less frequent in today's 

age. Which is a shame because learning someone's 

stories can be one of life's best treats. Our Baja Llama 

brand has revived some of these interactions as they are 

the perfect conversation starter. The unique and subtle 

designs in each shirt have people always complimenting 

and asking where they can purchase one for themselves. 

When this became an every day occurrence, we knew we 

were onto something. Now we continue to innovate and 

create the best products for MisAdventurists - made by 

MisAdventurists.

Sean kolina -



T E S T I M O N I A L S   
 

 

 

 
 

Leo Y.

Verified Buyer

5 star rating

07/31/18

Best shirts ever.

 

Anna A.

Verified Buyer

5 star rating

10/23/18

Can’t get enough!!

Cynthia D.

Verified Buyer

5 star rating

09/05/18

Full Power.

 

 
Ben V.

Verified Buyer

5 star rating

02/05/19

LOVE THIS SHIRT.

 

Juan

Verified Reviewer

5 star rating

09/02/18

Awesome shirt.

Totally in love with my new planet vice shirt!! No occasion needed, it goes with 
everything!! Even though summer has ended, fortunately I live in California where it’s 
always sunny and hawaiian shirt weather!! Winning!!!

If you don't live these shirts you probably wear white socks. And if you wear white 
sucks, I don't trust you. These are the best, softest shirts, and incredibly magical. 
AMEN!!

The material this shirt is made of not only electrifies my attitude when I wear it, it also 
makes me feel like a million bucks! So sleek fitting and sleek feeling...yeah, sleek can 
be a feeling. Power Forward to no more boring Fridays! I love it!

Great print design, love the side pocket. Fantastic fabric, feels great on my body. 
LOVE IT!

I own three shirts by these guys, and they're perfect. Awesome materials that feel like 
they will last forever and the designs are way much better than those of big name 
companies.

David W.

Verified Buyer

5 star rating

11/08/18

Great, fit, well made shirts!

 

I love your guys' shirts my brothers liked my monkey shirt so much that I bought them 
each one, see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil!!!

Patrick M.

Verified Buyer

5 star rating

08/03/18

Great shirts, 

great customer service.

Great shirts, great customer service. The material is very durable and soft. Got my shirt 
in no time. Love the designs. Great conversation starter



63% Tencel / 37% Cotton Twill

$78.00

63% Tencel / 37% Cotton Twill

$78.00

100% slub cotton

$55.00

100% cotton poplin 60/60 super 

fine thread

$59.00

see full look book here

Planet Vice Octopus n' Paradise

No Poaching Tulip Maniac



C O N T A C T  U S

 

 

 

 

 

Jeff Anderlite

Jeff@bajallama.com

SEAN KOLINA

Sean@Bajallama.com

 T : 925-332-9229 Email | Hello@Bajallama.Com


